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The LNG Industry magazine
LNG journal is the longest standing LNG publication with
a track record of quality journalism for more than twenty
years. The Journal has an international distribution and
covers news from the whole LNG value chain.
LNG Journal is published in print and online with also our
weekly “LNG Unlimited” and fortnightly “LNG Shipping
News”, both published as online e-newspapers on LNG
Journal’s website.

These publications provide analysis and news from
technology options in the engineering sector, to LNG
shipping projects and financing. We track commercial
developments such as tenders, contracts and new
projects in shipping and the construction and planning
of production plants. Trending, pricing and product
specification trends are highlighted. Legal developments
are tracked in the fields of supply, shipping and
commercial finance and insurance.

Editorial
John McKay is Editor of LNG journal. He has worked
in senior editorial positions with companies around
the world, including the Financial Times newspaper in
London and international financial information and data
company, Bloomberg.
The Journal has a worldwide network of reporters who in
the past years have kept our subscribers up to date with
exclusive LNG reports from the United states, Australia,
Japan, South Korea, the Caribbean, South America and
Europe.
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READERSHIP
Our subscribers and readers are made up of industry insiders, from Chief executives to Project
Engineers and Shipowners. Many of the CEOs, Engineers and Senior Executives have also
contributed papers to the Journal, writing about major developments and strategies across the
LNG value chain from production to shipping.

By region

By industry
ME&A

South
America
Governmental , Legal
& Insurance, Finance
Analysts, Brokers &
Traders

Asia Pacific

LNG Shipowners/
Management, Shipyards
& Marine Engineering

Europe

LNG Engineering,
Procurement and
Construction

North
America
Terminals, Oil and Gas
Majors, Exploration and
Production

Europe 55%
North America 21%

LNG Engineering, Procurement and Construction 45%

Asia Pacific 19%

LNG Shipowners/Management, Shipyards & Marine Engineering 20 %

Middle East & Asia 2%

Terminals, Oil and Gas Majors, Exploration and Production 20 %

South America 2%

Governmental , Legal and Insurance, Finance Analysts, Brokers &
Traders 15%

Website statistics
Average monthly visits

14,210

Average unique users

8,083

Average page views
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22 February 2018

AN LNG JOURNAL PUBLICATION

LNG bunker sales soar at Rotterdam

FUELLING
NEWS
AGENDA

The sale of LNG bunker fuel at the port of Rotterdam increased over ten-fold yearon-year in 2017, according to the latest figures from the port authority.
The Port of Rotterdam Authority
reported that LNG demand

EUROPE

reached 1,500 tonnes in 2017, up
from just 100 tonnes in 2016.

“Enormous step” in
LNG transition
The PRA highlighted several factors leading to the growth in

Nauticor sets LNG
bunkering record
at Brunsbüttel

demand, ranging from larger LNGfuelled vessels docking at the
port, a general increase in LNG
shipping traffic and the arrival of
a dedicated bunker vessel
Cardissa at the port which helped
to attract vessels to Rotterdam.
“The commissioning of the
Cardissa is an enormous step in

to 16 bcma in future. The Port of

diminished from 10.1 million

the transition from fuel oil to LNG

Rotterdam is the largest port in

cubic metres to 9.9 million cubic

as fuel for shipping and is in line

2

EMISSIONS

LNGNorth America
Scrubber costs
boost LNG fuel
prospects

The Wes Amelie bunkering LNG at City Terminal

metres. Tighter restrictions of

Europe

Gazprom backs
LNG-fuelled

permissible sulfur content in fuel

with the policy of the Port Author-

3

RAIL

MONTHLY
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PUBLICATION
Russian
rail fleet
oil throughout the emissionAcon-

Wes Amelie boosts LNG
demand

trol areas (ECA) of the North Sea

The arrival of the Wes Amelie, the
world's first container ship that

drive the switch from fuel oil

location and supplies customers
throughout Europe with LNG from
the Gate terminal in Rotterdam.

has been converted to LNG propulsion, was also highlighted as a key
driver for LNG uptake in 2017. The

to LNG.
“According to market parties,
approximately 1 to 1.5 million

Gate terminal is Rotterdam’s
main LNG import site and handles
a throughput capacity of 12 billion

Wes Amelie now regularly bunkers
at the City Terminal at the Prins

Saudi
cubic metres of bunkered fuel
oil Arabia, the world’s largest oil
producer,
is about to join Kuwait and
consists of so-called 'ultra-low
sulthe UEA in buying attractively-priced
fur fuel oil' with a sulfur content

ity which focuses on this,” the

cubic meters per annum (bcma),
with further plans to extend this

Willem Alexanderhaven.
While LNG demand rose in
2017, the sale of bunker oil

April 2018
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PRA said.
The ocean-going vessel
Cardissa has Rotterdam as its work

Arab States on the lookout for attractive
US LNG
INDIA

and the Baltic Sea in part helped

lower than 0.1% (ULFSO),”LNG.
the Khalid Al-Falih, the
minister,
did not rule out

PRA stated.

Saudi energy
buying LNG
from Russia although he sees it as “not
the most economical
India plansoption.”
LNG Rival and
fuelling
surge
possibly more
attractively-priced
6supply
could come from East Africa and the
United States.
LNG ORDERBOOK
LNG–fuelled
To date, the Saudi
Kingdom has
massive tight gas Jurassic field in
confirmed
newbuilds
been diverting
millions of barrels
the north. KPC has just signed a

ket rather than engaging themselves in long-term commitment,”

through December 2017. Around
11% of exports were delivered to

of crude oil every year into the
15-year agreement to import LNG
power generation sector, losing
from Shell to meet its rising gas
fleet for power generation and
out on exportLNG–fuelled
revenue. Hence, ship demand

said Priyank Srivastava, senior
consultant, Energy & Utilities, at
Protiviti’s Abu Dhabi office. “Sup-

MENA region, with Jordan and
Kuwait the two biggest importers
of US LNG in the region.

state-owned Saudi Aramco has
been urged to try double its own

ply tenders in the Arabian region
are often given to portfolio play-

“As the export volumes continue to build in 2018, a return to

7

8

from the petrochemical sector.
Shell agreed on a 4-year LNG

LNG
scale fleet
gas production
in thesmall
next decade
supply deal, commencing after
and is evaluation gas imports to
complement domestic supply.

the expiry of an existing contract
in 2020. The contract is priced at

10

ers that have the off-take arrangement of LNG from multiples
sources or trading houses. It

lower prices later this year is expected to pose new challenges
both for the US and exporters

Kuwait Petroleum Corporation
(KPC), on the same token, has recently called off its plans to tender an estimated US$3.6 billion
field development work on the

11% below a Brent benchmark and
will cover 2-3 mtpa, LNG Journal
understands.
“Gulf States buyers now are
keener to buy from the spot mar-

means that supply could come
from various sources until the contract is in place,” he explained.
The US exported 16.9 million of
LNG starting from February 2016

around the world.
“And if lower global gas prices
put stronger headwinds on the US
export industry, more of that volume could be pushed back into
continued on page 2

LNG Shipping News
26 April 2018
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Low LNG spot market to
last until 2022

Bechtel makes $50m equity investment in Tellurian
Tellurian Inc, developer of the Driftwood LNG project, has confirmed Bechtel Oil, Gas
SHIPPING
and Chemicals had made a $50 million investment in the company. The investment
NEWS
was
made on the basis of a preferred equity investment with an implied Tellurian
common share price of $8.16 per share.
AGENDA
Alasdair Cathcart, Bechtel OG&C President said: “We
have dedicated our talent and innovation to design
Tellurian’s LNG liquefaction program. The investment
reinforces our long-term partnership with Tellurian

MARKETING

After two decades as a sellers’ market, the tide turned for LNG markets over the
past three years precipitating significant ramifications for spot and contract pricing,
according to a new report.
In the first of a three-part report,
S&P Global Ratings looked at the
key developments in the LNG
market.
In a nutshell, this market is in
the midst of increasing volatility
and downside risks for spot LNG
prices, which is expected to last
until at least 2022, as pipeline gas
and LNG deliveries compete for
volumes. The trough years will
likely be 2019-2020, S&P said.
In an overview of the report,
S&P said that it expected the low
LNG spot market environment to
last until at least through 2021. In
addition, companies marketing
margins will likely come under
pressure.
From a positive perspective,
increased Chinese demand could
aid spot LNG pricing, but conversely Russian pipeline supplies
could dampen it.
If global demand grows as anticipated, there is a need for new
project FIDs now, however, sellers
would be negotiating FIDs in a
historically weak sellers market,
giving the buyers leverage.
Offtaker risk could rise. S&P
said that it expected significantly
lower spot prices to result in
increased pressure from buyers,
especially Asian players, to renegotiate out-of-the-money (above
market) long term oil-linked LNG
contracts.
Following Qatar’s July 2017
announcement that it will add
23 mill tonnes per year of LNG
capacity, the report said that
many companies are expected

LNG flows increase

2
BUSINESS
GAIL buys Russian
cargoes
Chinese in record
year

Source: S&P Platt's, IHS Marki!, and IGU world LNG report.
Note: The demand in 2011 is distorted because of the Fukushima
disaster. Volumes for 2017 are estimates.
to revise, defer or abandon their
planned FIDs. Also any future
meaningful supply scarcity would
recede.
Although S&P assumed that
LNG demand will remain strong,
growing at 6%-7.5% annually between 2017 and 2020, the report
predicted more LNG output coming to the market than is needed
globally.
The LNG industry is currently
two years into a four-year expansion phase, with about 20 mill
tonnes per year of capacity still to
come through 2019.

4

Cove Point shipment is
only 2nd US LNG cargo
sent to the UK

4

OPEN SEASON
Bidding on TransCanada’s
NGTL system
oversubscribed
5
Driftwood LNG launches
open season on Permian
Global Access Pipeline
5
U.S. EXPORTS
Value of U.S. energy
exports to Mexico tops
$25.8bn

7

LNG Unlimited

Chinese demand
Strong Chinese demand will continue in the long term, however,
roughly half of the global LNG
growth that absorbed the 2017

5

Dynagas cuts
distribution

5
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excess supply came from temporary factors in Europe and South
Korea.
As a result, gas consumption
remained range-bound, despite
Nakilat increases
wide fluctuations in spot LNG
revenue
prices. Similarly, the strengthCommodities
witand
nessed in European demand last
mining group holds
GTT in profit
year was driven by switching around
away
838,000 net
from coal-fired power generation
acres in four basins
but is unlikely to last into thisLNG Journal editor
TECHNOLOGY
year.
Ballast
freecomproject
the Australian
Well supplied spot marketBHP
con-Billiton,

24 April 2018

Australia’s BHP advances $10Bln
sale of US southwest
shale assets
5

UNLIMITED
AGENDA
EARNINGS
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Woodside records
revenue surge
helped by high
LNG export prices

progresses
modities company
with petroleum
ditions will last at least through
the next three to four years, and
re- natural gas assets, including
sulting in a highly competitive
en-stakes in Western Australia,
LNG
ORDERBOOK
vironment for liquefaction said it wasLNG
continuing
the exit procapacities with increasing riskcess
of for itsLNG
onshore
US assetsorderbook
in
carrier
under-utilisation of high short-run
key shale basins of the southwest
marginal costs facilities.
and expected to receive bids in
LNG small scale fleet
S&P finally posed the question,
the months ahead.
Feed-gas from some BHP assets will be LNG exports
“We expect to receive bids by
where will this surplus go?
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Data room

8,083
14,210
27,497
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SUPPLY
Concerns over Russian
LNG mount as UK braces
for another cold snap

3

Golar Power
financed

“Data rooms for all fields and midstream assets are now open and in
parallel, we continue to explore
potential asset swap opportunities
and exit via demerger or an Initial
Public Offering,” explained the
Australian company.
BHP holds around 838,000 net
acres in four prolific US shale
areas of the Eagle Ford, Permian,
Haynesville and Fayetteville.
It has natural gas-focused
assets in the Haynesville and
Fayetteville shale plays of Texas,
Louisiana and Arkansas.
The Australian company also
has wells in the liquids-focused
areas of the Eagle Ford and Permian basins. In total, the US shale
assets could be worth at least
US$10 billion.
BHP is also a joint venture participant in the oldest Australian
LNG facility the North West Shelf

Unique users
Monthly visits
Page views

AGENDA
COMPANIES
Changes to US tax law
help shale wildcatters
achieve record results

FINANCE

June 2018 and proceed with negotiations to potentially announce
one or several transactions in the
first half of the 2019 financial
year,” said BHP in its nine-month
operational review to March 2018.

Website Banners

3

and our mutual commitment to deliver the next wave
of low-cost LNG.”
The deal, announced on March 21, comes just
weeks after Tellurian ended fiscal 2017 with an annual net loss of $231.5 million though insisted it had
a strong balance sheet consisting of $276.8 million in
assets, of which $90.9 million represented proved
natural gas reserves of around 327 billion cubic feet
equivalent.
When posting the loss, Tellurian pointed out that
Driftwood LNG had already completed the pre-filing
phase and submitted a formal application with the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) to construct and operate the Driftwood terminal and Driftwood pipeline.
continued page 2

northwest of the port of Dampier
in Western Australia and which
came on stream in 1989.
It is currently investing in the
North West Shelf Greater Western
Flank-B project to maintain production with additional feed-gas
throughput from which it has a
one-sixth share.
BHP said the North West Shelf
extension project was on schedule
and budge and was 80 percent
complete.
In another LNG productionlinked move, BHP Billiton in March
2018 agreed to waive its right of
pre-emption and provide consent
to the sale by ExxonMobil of its 50
percent interest in the Scarborough gas field to Australia’s Woodside Petroleum.
This results in Woodside and
BHP holding 75 percent and 25
percent interests respectively and
the Scarborough field will underpin
Woodside’s Pluto LNG expansion.
“BHP has an option to purchase
an additional 10 percent interest
in Scarborough on equivalent consideration and terms to the transaction with ExxonMobil,” said BHP.
“This option may be exercised

31 December 2019 and the date
approval is given to commence the
front-end engineering and design
phase of the development of the
Scarborough gas field,” added the
company.
BHP said that its onshore US development activity in the key shale
basins of the southwest for the
nine months ended March 2018 was
US$648M, though its operated rig
count declined from nine to seven.
In the Permian Basin, BHP said
it continued to see strong results
from larger completions.
The Permian Basin is one of the
largest US oil and gas areas spanning West Texas and the southeast
of the US state of New Mexico.
“We expect rig count to remain
unchanged through the June 2018
quarter as we focus on meeting
hold by production obligations and
progressing sub-surface trials,”
said BHP.
The Australian company said
that in the Eagle Ford shale in
South Texas, early trial results from
wells with longer laterals in the
Hawkville have exceeded expectations and early results in the Austin
Chalk horizon have been positive

2
MARKETING
Oil Search of PNG
opens Japan
office for sales
of LNG volumes

3
SHIPPING
Lloyd's Register
and Chinese yard
progress ballast-free
LNG carrier plans

5
DEVELOPMENTS
Golar LNG signs
finance accord for
import and gas-fired
project in Brazil

6
TRADING
US LNG data
shows Mexico
leads table of
top 10 importers

7
PROJECTS

Lake Charles export
venture in Louisiana
extends building
start-up to 2019
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E-publications Ads
LNG Unlimited, LNG Shipping News,
LNG North America and LNG Fuelling
are e-publications that are distributed
weekly, fortnightly, monthly and quarterly
respectively.

Daily E-newsletter
Banners
Our daily e-newsletter is sent
out to our entire database of
approximately 10,000 LNG
professionals.

To find out more about our online advertising options, please visit or contact:

Narges Jodeyri
Advertising Manager
narges@lngjournal.com
Tel: +44 (0)20 7017 3406
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E-newsletter
Banners
Top banner

Website Banners
Leaderboard banner

Right side banners
(top and bottom)
insertion
banner
Small
banner

Sticky banner
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Online rates
Website banners
width

height

1 month

3 months

6 months

12 months

Leader board banner

728 px

90 px

£4,600

£10,600

£17,600

£25,600

Right side top

160 px

300px

£4,600

£10,600

£17,600

£25,600

Right side bottom

160 px

300px

£3,800

£6,900

£12,500

£20,700

Small banner

160 px

100 px

£2,000

£3,500

£5,900

£9,500

Sticky banner

728 px

90 px

£4,600

£10,600

£17,600

£25,600

£6,600

£12,200

£20,900

£31,900

Video

We reserve the right to rotate banners between up to three advertisers

E-newsletter banner
width

Sent out to approx. 10,000 LNG professionals every day

height

1 month

3 months

6 months

12 months

Top banner

590 px

60 px

£3,000

£5,200

£8,200

£12,500

Insertion banner

390 px

130px

£2,000

£4,100

£6,900

£10,500

E-publications advertisements
width

height

1 issue

3 issues

6 issues

12 issues

full page

210 mm

297 mm

£1,800

£3,400

£5,100

£7,800

half page

190 mm

130 mm

£1,000

£1,800

£3,100

£5,200

full page

210 mm

297 mm

£1,800

£3,400

£5,100

£7,800

half page

190 mm

130 mm

£1,000

£1,800

£3,100

£5,200

full page

210 mm

297 mm

£1,800

£3,400

£5,100

£7,800

half page

190 mm

130 mm

£1,000

£1,800

£3,100

£5,200

1 issue

2 issues

3 issues

4 issues

LNG Unlimited (weekly)

LNG Shipping News (fortnightly)

LNG North America (monthly)

LNG Fuelling (quarterly)
full page

210 mm

297 mm

£1,800

£2,800

£3,600

£4,200

half page

190 mm

130 mm

£1,000

£1,700

£2,400

£2,900
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